
Have a Question?
Please contact support@tradeshowplus.comOCE EXPANADBLE SHIPPING CASE

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

DIMENSIONS SHIPPING

FEATURES & BENEFITS

 

This adjustable roto-molded expandable display case is the perfect protective shipping 
and/or storage case for all Formulate® exhibit kits, hanging structures and many more 
display products. With an adjustable lid and heavy-duty latch, you can adjust the height 
from 40" in increments to 64". Built-in wheels and a sturdy handle make the case portable 
and easy to transport, and an optional stretch wrap graphic turns your shipping case into 
a professional, versatile counter.

Roto-molded expandable display case

Expands from 40" - 64" in height

Listed shipping dimensions reflect a fully collapsed case

Heavy-duty lock ensures display material is secure during transport

Built-in wheels and handle

Optional stretch graphic wrap accessory converts the case into a professional counter

Interior: 
13.75"W x 39.63" - 64"H x 11.75"D

Exterior:
16.75"W x 39.88" - 64.25"H x 16.88"D

Case Ships in 1 Box:
41"L x 18"H x 17"D / 24 lbs
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DESIGNER COUNTERTOPS
Available in 4 colors for a  premium case to 
counter conversion look. 

STRETCH WRAP GRAPHICS
Dye Sublimated stretch fabric form fits 
over the OCE case.  Printed with your 
logo and marketing message. 

silver black mahogany natural
Handle and wheels

Case fits with Formulate tubes 
and graphics

Close up of latch To open: pull up on lock (green) Step 2: pull out pin (yellow)



Have a Question?
Please contact support@tradeshowplus.comOCE CASE TO COUNTER STRETCH WRAP

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

GRAPHIC SHIPPING

FEATURES & BENEFITS

 

ITEM:  OCE-SW

The OCE stretch wrap fabric graphic easily converts the OCE case into a counter. This 
adjustable roto-molded expandable and adjustable display case is the perfect protective 
shipping and storage case for all Formulate™ exhibit kits, hanging structures and accessory 
products.

Stretch fabric graphic (case not included)

Converts OCE to a counter

Quick and easy to apply

Easy to store and transport

Can be washed and drycleaned

One year graphic limited warranty

Total visual area: 64”w x 40.5”h

Refer to related graphic templates for
more information

Case Ships in 1 Box:
12L x 10"H x 3"D / 3 lbs
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DESIGNER COUNTERTOPS
Available in 4 colors for a  premium case to 
counter conversion look. 

silver black mahogany natural

OCE SHIPPING CASE
This adjustable roto-molded expandable 
display case is the perfect protective 
shipping and/or storage case. 
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